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ABOUT ZANZIBAR
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Geography
Zanzibar, an archipelago on the coast of Tanzania, is made of many islands, 
mainly Unguja and Pemba islands.

Climate
The islands in Zanzibar are usually always warm all year long due to archipelago’s 
proximity to the equator. Brief showers occur in the month of November, and 
longer rains are experienced in the months of March, April and May.

Language
The main language spoken in Zanzibar is Swahili, which is the national and 
official language of Tanzania. Many of the local residents also speak English, 
Arabic, French and/or Italian.

Currency
Zanzibar’s main currency is Tanzanian Shillings (TZS) and US Dollars (USD). 1 US 
Dollar is equivalent to 2,330 Tanzanian Shillings. We recommend that you keep 
petty cash in handy with you, especially when going out for tourist activities.

Cuisine
There are many heterogeneous influences that are reflected in Zanzibar’s cuisine 
due to the multicultural nature that became a part of Zanzibar. The mixture of 
culinary traditions includes Bantu, Arab, Portuguese, Indian, British, and even 
Chinese cuisines.



TRIP OVERVIEW
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The package will offer an african beach life and cultural experience to the 
traveler and at the same time help to uplift the local livelihood by buying 
hand craft products made by a local women group. 

The six night program covering 2 nights in the UNESCO world heritage 
site Stone Town, 4 nights in the North Coast and a 1 day visit to the East 
Coast will indulge you into the East African Coastal experience and 
cultural diversity while promoting the local community by buying their 
handcraft thus helping them to improving on their living standards.



TRIP
ITINERARY
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Day Two 

Stone Town

Day Three 

Stone Town - Kendwa

Day One

Arrival Day (Stone Town)

Breakfast at the Hotel 

Shopping

Lunch

Quad Bike

Transfer to Kendwa & Check-in

Optional Dinner Gathering

Arrival of guest & transfer to Stone Town 

Lunch & Check-in

Stone Town Tour

Welcome Dinner & Induction

Breakfast at the Hotel 

Orphanage Visit

Swahili Cooking Class

Sunset Tour

Optional Dinner Gather
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Below is a list of the trip itinerary, which 
includes details of timings and activities:

08:00 - 12:00

8:00 - 9:00

8:00 - 9:00

14:00 - 15:00

9:00 - 11:00

 9:00 - 12:00

15:30 - 18:00

 11:00 - 14:00 

12:00 - 13:00

14:00 - 17:00

19:00 - 20:00

17:00 - 19:00

 19:00 - 20:00 

17:00 - 19:00

19:00 - 20:00
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Kendwa

Kendwa - Paje

Day Four

Kendwa

Day Five

Day Six

Day Seven

Departure

Breakfast at the Hotel

Breakfast at the Hotel Airport 

Drop Off for Departure

Optional Safari Trip

Visit Local Women Group 

Lunch in Paje

Enjoy the East Coast Beach

Farewell Dinner & Reflection Session 

Breakfast at the Hotel 

Swim with Dolphins & Snorkeling 

Lunch

Optional Dinner Gathering

Breakfast at the Hotel

Free Day

Optional Dinner Gathering
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7:00 - 8:00

8:00 - 9:00

8:00 - 9:00

8:00 - 9:00

8:00 - 13:00

9:00 - 18:00

9:00 - 13:00

9:00 - 12:00

13:00 - 14:00

19:00 - 20:00

13:00 - 14:00

18:00 - 20:00

14:00 - 18:00

19:00 - 20:00

8:00 - 18:00



DAY ONE & TWO:

STONE TOWN
EAST COAST
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Activities in Stone Town

Stone Town is UNESCO world heritage site and 
the former capital of East African Coast.It is 
an old Swahili city where all the buildings are 
built from coral stones, limestone and magrove 
wood.

Swahili cooking class: 
Learning how to cook Swahili food will take 
you on unforgettable culinary journey, and you 
will learn plenty about the use of all the exotic 
spices Zanzibar is famous for. This 3 – 4 hours 
authentic experience starts with the visit of the 
local market to get to learn how local people 
source their food products and ingredients for 
their daily meals. 

Stone Town Tour: It is a walk tour where you 
pass by the  narrow streets to see the different 
historical site, the old house with different 
wooden doors and learn about the swahili 
heritage.

Visit an orphanage to give donation from the 
guest.
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OVERVIEW



Kendwa is known to have a bigger beach stretch 
and a lovely sunset, Nungwi is known to have many 
beautiful hotels of different categories and good 
restaurant options while Matemwe is known for swim 
with the dolphins excursion, snorkling and diving in 
the near by mnemba atoll island which has colourful 
coral gardens and marine life.

Nungwi Village Tour: The tour allows one to see the 
big village next to the nungwi coastline, interact with 
the villagers and learn about their social ecomomical 
activities such as fishing and dhow making (local 
wooden boat).

DAY THREE:

NORTH COAST
OF ZANZIBAR
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North coast comprises of Kendwa, 
Nungwi, Matemwe and other beach. 
This is a world class tourist destination 
whose appeal lies in its palm fringed 
white sandy beach beneath  the clear 
turquoise warm water of the Indian 
Ocean.

The north is not affected much by the 
tidal difference making the water high 
enough for swimming, snorkling, diving 
and fishing at any time.
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OVERVIEW

Activities done in the North Coast



DAY THREE:

NORTH COAST
QUAD BIKE
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Self-drive a quad bike for 4 hours around 
Kiwenga!

You will then proceed to Kinyasini village 
driving through the typical village of 
Kandwi and its beautiful rice fields 
until you arrive at the local mud houses 
where you’ll explore the different 
traditions and cultures.

You will then head towards Pwani Mchangani area:

Driving through fishermen villages 
with houses made of coral.

Visiting the local fish market (Soko la Samaki)   
before finally heading back to Kiwengwa.

Driving through fishermen villages 
withhouses made of coral.

Visiting the local fish market 
(Soko la Samaki).

3-4 Hours
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OVERVIEW

HIGHLIGHTS

DURATION

Kiwenga
Location



DAY FOUR:

NORTH COAST
SWIMMING WITH DOLPHINS AND SNORKLING
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Muyuni in Matemwe offers a unique
experience to swim with dolphins in
their natural habitat. Your Journey will
begin from your accommodation where
you will board a motorboat and cruise
around the coast to spot the dolphins
and swim with them.

Recommended items to pack: Towel, 
swim suit, personal snorkling gears if 
one has, additional snacks and water if 
needed.

Dolphin spotting
Swimming with dolphins
Snorkeling in Mnemba Reef 
Sea food lunch

5-6 Hours
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OVERVIEW

HIGHLIGHTS

DURATION

Muyuni and Mnemba Island
Location



This is free day, you may spend it as you wish.

DAY FIVE:

EAST COAST
OF ZANZIBAR
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East Coast comprises of Paje, Bweju, Michamvi 
and other beach which when combined forms the 
long stretch of powdery white sandy beach filled 
with palm and coconut trees. Paje has very strong 
winds making it a premium location for kite 
surfing while Michamvi is a peninsule where
one side has a beautiful sea with a good sunset 
and the other side has a bay with beautiful 
mangrove trees.
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OVERVIEW



A visit to a woman groups and get chance to mingle
with them while seeing how they produce seaweed
soaps and cosmetics.

Promote the local by buying their organic 
produce thus uplift their standard of living. 

Swim in the beach

Enjoy sea food lunch in a local restaurant

Farewell dinner

DAY SIX:

EAST COAST
OF ZANZIBAR
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Activities done in the East Coast



ACCOMMODATIONS
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During the trip period, travelers will travel through two different 
areas. In each area, travelers will be provided with twin sharing 
accommodations.

You will have the opportunity to upgrade for a single room, 
please refer to the price listed on the website.

TEMBO HOUSE

KENDWA ROCKS



5%
Group (3+) Discount

PRICES & FEES
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$1690USD
Per Person

Our projects are priced and booked based on number of weeks

Contact info@nomuhub for two weeks package

Should any applicant not follow these terms, discount will be deactivated by NomuHub 
and amount added to applicant’s final invoice.

Group discount only applies for 
a group of 3 or more applicants, 
all of whom must pay the 
deposit. Use discount code 
GROUP5 on checkout.

A Deposit of $650 is required 
to secure booking and per 
NomuHub terms and conditions 
deposit is non-refundable.

Payment shall be received at 
least a month prior to trip start 
date.



PRICES & FEES
The travel package includes and excludes the following:

SHARED (same-gender) 
standard hotel 2 guest per room

Flight 
Tickets

ZNZ Airport pick up & drop off 
and other transportations

Personal 
spendings

General tourist 
attractions

Daily 
dinners

Two meals per day 
(Breakfast and Lunch)

Accommodation 
upgrade to Single Room

Special Welcome 
and Farewell dinners

Travel visa 
and insurance

24/7 in-country local 
NomuHub staff support
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FLIGHT BOOKINGS
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SATURDAY FRIDAY

Please note that accommodation isn’t included beyond the program 
dates. Contact our support team for extra days of accommodation 
arrangements.

Arrival to ZNZ Departure from ZNZ



PACKING ESSENTIALS
Hiking Shoes

Socks

Tops

Jeans

Dresses

Swimsuits

Light Jacket (for chilly nights)

Sandals

Flip Flops

Sunglasses

Underwear

Headwear (hat, cap, head scarf)

Passport / Visa

Identification

Trip Itenirary

Boarding Passes

Travel Insurance

Chargers

Plugs for Chargers

Travel-size Torch

Sunscreen & Lip Balm 

Hair Brush 

Nail Clippers & Scissors 

Toothpaste 

Toothbrush 

Razor 

Deodorant 

Shampoo & Conditioner

Body Wash & Moisturizer
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Travel with a purpose




